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DISTRIBUTED ENERGY CONSUMER ADVOCATES 
REPLY COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE'S 

SEPTEMBER 20, 2012 RULING SEEKING COMMENTS

Distributed Energy Consumer Advocates (“DEC A”) fdes these reply comments on the

issues raised by parties in October 5, 2012 comments on the Administrative Law Judges

September 20, 2012 ruling.

I. Background

DECA is a California-based nonprofit that advocates on behalf of residential and small

commercial customers who have or seek to invest in distributed generation and demand side

management infrastructure. The majority of DECA’s members are located in the footprint of

California's investor owned utilities where they either currently produce and consume electricity,

or consume electricity and seek to produce it as well. DECA seeks to promote the optimal

regulatory climate and market in which its members and others may invest in distributed clean

energy infrastructure, without preference to any single technology. DECA limits its reply

comments here to the issue of schedules.

II. DECA's Comments

DECA cautions that the “early 2013” schedule proposed by Pacific Gas & Electric

(“PG&E”) in its October 5, 2012 comments is untenable.1 While DECA supports regulatory

efficiency when and were possible, the implications of fundamental changes in rate philosophies

should not be undertaken without a robust deliberative process. DECA cautions that rate

modeling and other market shaping activities will likely require iterative processes that reflect

that diversity of parties in this proceeding including their access to resources.

1 See PG&E's October 5, 2012 comments on refined questions and scope of the proceeding, pp.1-2.
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The Commission would be wise to budget time for resource rich participants to run sensitivities

and alternative proposals through models on behalf of all parties and Commission staff to

determine their benefits and costs as well as their effectiveness at supporting California's

environmental and other goals.

ConclusionIII.

For the reasons set forth herein, DEC A hereby replies to party comments on the questions

raised in this OIR as revised after the August 27, 2012 workshop.

Respectfully submitted this 19th day of October, 2012.
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